Real-time assay method of lipid extraction activity.
Intracellular lipid translocation is mediated by lipid transfer proteins and their functional impairments cause severe disorder in lipid metabolism. However, molecular mechanisms of protein-mediated lipid transfer remain unclear since conventional assay methods could not observe elementary processes in the lipid transfer reaction, such as lipid bilayer binding and lipid uptake. In this study, we found that ceramide extraction mediated by a ceramide trafficking protein (CERT) could be detected as decreasing the response of surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Based on this finding, we developed a novel real-time assay method that enables quantitative evaluation of the ceramide extraction activity of CERT, using the SPR technique. Performing this SPR-based assay using ceramide-embedded and ceramide-free lipid bilayers as ligands allows for the exclusive investigation of ceramide uptake processes, differentiating them from other CERT-membrane binding events. Furthermore, mutagenesis experiments of CERT using this SPR-based assay clearly elucidated whether an amino acid residue plays a role in the ceramide uptake process or the lipid bilayer binding process. This SPR-based assay method can separately evaluate the lipid extraction activity and lipid bilayer binding activity of the lipid transfer proteins, and provide more detailed information about lipid transfer phenomena.